We propose a tabu search algorithm for the generalized assignment problem, which is one of the representative combinatorial optimization problems known to be NP-hard. The algorithm features an ejection chain approach, which is embedded in a neighborhood construction to create more complex and powerful moves. We also incorporate an adaptive mechanism for adjusting search parameters, to maintain a balance between visits to feasible and infeasible regions. Computational results on benchmark instances of small sizes show that the method obtains solutions that are optimal or that deviate by at most 0.16% from the best known solutions. Comparisons with other approaches from the literature show that, for instances of larger sizes, our method obtains the best solutions among all heuristics tested.
Introduction
Metaheuristic algorithms are widely acknowledged to be powerful tools to deal with hard combinatorial optimization problems. Most metaheuristics are based on local search, in which the design of an appropriate neighborhood is crucial. An ejection chain is an embedded neighborhood construction that compounds simple moves to create more complex and powerful moves. Ejection chains generalize the alternating path constructions of graph theory (Berge 1962 , Edmonds 1965 and also generalize the well-known Lin and Kernighan algorithms Lin 1970, Lin and Kernighan 1973) , which were successfully applied to graph partitioning and traveling salesman problems. Recent applications of the ejection chain approach include Laguna et al. (1995) , Pesch and Glover (1997) , Rego (1998ab) and Rego and Roucairol (1996) .
In this paper, we propose an ejection chain approach under the framework of tabu search (TS) for the generalized assignment problem (GAP), which is known to be NP-hard (Sahni and Gonzalez 1976) . GAP seeks a minimum cost assignment of n jobs to m agents subject to a resource constraint for each agent. Among various heuristic algorithms developed for GAP are: a combination of the greedy method and local search by Toth (1981, 1990 ); a tabu search and simulated annealing approach by Osman (1995) ; a genetic algorithm by Chu and Beasley (1997) ; VDS methods by Amini and Racer (1995) and Racer and Amini (1994) ; a tabu search approach by Laguna et al. (1995) (which is proposed for a generalization of GAP); a set partitioning heuristic by Cattrysse et al. (1994) ; a relaxation heuristic by Lorena and Narciso (1996) ; a GRASP and MAX-MIN ant system combined with local search and tabu search by Lourenço and Serra (1998) ; a linear relaxation heuristic by Trick (1992) ; and so on. Many exact algorithms have also been proposed (e.g., Nauss 2003 , Savelsbergh 1997 . A simpler version of an ejection chain approach has also been proposed for the GAP in Laguna et al. (1995) . Our ejection chain is based on the idea described in Glover (1997) .
In our previous papers (Yagiura et al. 1998 (Yagiura et al. , 1999 , we proposed variable depth search algorithms for GAP having the following two features. The first is the alternating use of shift and swap neighborhoods, which we call SSS (Shift and Subsequent Swaps) probe in Yagiura et al. (1998) . The shift neighborhood is defined to be the set of solutions obtainable by changing the assignment of one job, while the swap neighborhood is the set of solutions obtainable by exchanging the assignments of two jobs. The second feature adopts the strategic oscillation component of tabu search, by allowing the search to penetrate into the infeasible region. This alleviates the difficulty of searching solely within the feasible region, which we encounter in those instances where the feasible region is very small or consists of many separate small regions. In fact, the problem of judging the existence of a feasible solution for GAP is already known to be NP-complete. The strategy of inducing the search to enter the infeasible region was also embodied in the earlier tabu search GAP approach of Laguna et al. (1995) . Based on the success of our previous algorithms, these features are also incorporated in our new algorithm in a more sophisticated manner.
An ejection chain move considered in this paper is a sequence of shift moves, in which every two successive moves share a common agent. The ejection chain neighborhood is the set of solutions obtainable by such ejection chain moves. The length of an ejection chain move is the number of shift moves in the sequence. Both the shift and swap neighborhoods are subsets of the ejection chain neighborhood, since a shift (resp., swap) move is an ejection chain move of length one (resp., two). However, the size of the ejection chain neighborhood can become exponential unless intelligently controlled. Therefore, in our implementation, we consider only a special subset of alternatives that is divided into three neighborhoods called shift, double shift, and long chain, where a double shift move is an ejection chain move of length two, and a long chain move is an ejection chain of any length. These neighborhoods are further suppressed to manageable sizes by using heuristic rules based on Lagrangian relative cost, as will be explained in detail in subsequent sections. The sizes of shift, double shift, and long chain neighborhoods are O(mn), O(n max{m, log n}), and O(n 2 ), respectively. We also
show that the expected size of the long chain neighborhood is O(n (3/2)+ε ) for an arbitrarily small positive ε under a simplified random model. It is observed in our experiments that this expected size accurately represents reality. In our algorithm, these three neighborhoods are used alternately to form an improving phase, which is called EC (ejection chain) probe in this paper.
As in our previous algorithms, we allow searching into the infeasible region; but infeasible solutions are penalized according to the degree of infeasibility. The search balance between the feasible and infeasible regions is controlled by the parameters in the penalty functions.
Preliminary experimentation disclosed that the performance of the proposed algorithm can be significantly influenced by the values of parameters. We therefore incorporate an adaptive adjustment mechanism for determining their appropriate values.
Extensive comparisons with other existing heuristics have been conducted using benchmark instances known as types C, D, and E. For problems in a size range that can be handled by an exact branch-and-bound method, our algorithm obtains solutions that are optimal or that deviate by at most 0.16% from the best obtained by the exact method. For larger problems, our algorithm outperforms all other methods tested, obtaining better solutions to all problem instances.
Generalized Assignment Problem
Given n jobs J = {1, . . . , n} and m agents I = {1, . . . , m}, we undertake to determine a minimum cost assignment subject to assigning each job to exactly one agent and satisfying a resource constraint for each agent. Assigning job j to agent i incurs a cost of c ij and consumes an amount a ij of a resource, whereas the total amount of the resource available at agent i is b i . An assignment is a mapping σ: J → I, where σ(j) = i means that job j is assigned to agent i. For convenience, we define a 0-1 variable x ij for each pair of i ∈ I and j ∈ J by
Then the generalized assignment problem (GAP) is formulated as follows:
x ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I and ∀j ∈ J.
(1)
GAP is known to be NP-hard (e.g., Sahni and Gonzalez 1976) , and the (supposedly) simpler problem of judging the existence of a feasible solution for GAP is NP-complete, since the partition problem (Garey and Johnson 1979) can be reduced to this problem with m = 2.
As we will show some computational results in Section 3 to report the behavior of our algorithm, we first explain the instances used for the experiments. There are five types of benchmark instances called types A, B, C, D, and E (Chu and Beasley 1997, Laguna et al. 1995) . Out of these, we use the three types C, D, and E, since the other two are too easy to see differences among the tested algorithms. Instances of these types are generated as follows:
Type C: a ij are random integers from uniform interval [5, 25] , c ij are random integers from [10, 50] , and b i = 0.8 j∈J a ij /m.
Type D: a ij are random integers from [1, 100], c ij = 111 − a ij + e 1 , where e 1 are random integers from [−10, 10] , and b i = 0.8 j∈J a ij /m.
Type E: a ij = 1 − 10 ln e 2 , where e 2 are random numbers from (0, 1], c ij = 1000/a ij − 10e 3 , where e 3 are random numbers from [0, 1] , and b i = 0.8 j∈J a ij /m.
Note that types D and E are usually harder than type C, since c ij and a ij are inversely correlated. We tested the following three sets of problem instances.
SMALL:
Total of 60 instances of type C with n up to 60. These are taken from the ORLibrary (http://mscmga.ms.ic.ac.uk/jeb/orlib/gapinfo.html). Their optimal values are also available from the OR-Library.
MEDIUM:
Total of 18 instances of types C, D, and E with n up to 200. Among them, types C and D instances were taken from the OR-Library, and type E instances were generated by us, which are available at http://www-or.amp.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/˜yagiura/gap/.
LARGE: Total of 27 instances of types C, D, and E with n up to 1600, all of which were generated by us. These instances are available at the above site.
Basic Components of the Tabu Search Algorithm
We call the tabu search algorithm developed in this paper Algorithm TS. We describe its basic components in this section.
Local Search, Search Space, and Basic Neighborhoods
Local search (LS) starts from an initial solution σ and repeats replacing σ with a better solution in its neighborhood N(σ) until no better solution is found in N(σ). The resulting solution σ is locally optimal in the sense that no better solution exists in its neighborhood.
Two types of neighborhoods, a shift neighborhood N shift and a swap neighborhood N swap , are usually used, where
′ is obtained from σ by changing the assignment of one job},
′ is obtained from σ by exchanging the assignments of two jobs}.
Other neighborhoods used in our TS approach will be explained later.
When the search visits the infeasible region, we evaluate the solutions by an objective function penalized by infeasibility. Here we use the following function:
where
The parameters α i (> 0) can be given as fixed constants or can be adaptively controlled during the search; see Section 5 for details. A locally optimal solution under pcost may not always be feasible; however, we can increase the probability of obtaining feasible solutions by using a large value of α i .
The local search procedure using a neighborhood N (e.g., N = N shift or N swap ) and an evaluation function f (e.g., f = cost or pcost), starting from an initial solution σ (not necessarily feasible), is formally described as follows.
Algorithm LS(N, f, σ)
Step 1 If there is a solution σ ′ ∈ N(σ) such that f(σ ′ ) < f(σ), set σ := σ ′ and return to Step 1. Otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2 (f(σ) ≤ f(σ ′ ) holds for all σ ′ ∈ N(σ).) Output σ and stop.
We implement
Step 1 as follows. Solutions in N(σ) are scanned according to a prespecified order, and the first improved solution found is immediately accepted as the next solution.
This strategy is commonly used in implementing LS algorithms and is called the first admissible move strategy.
Local search is often applied to a number of randomly generated initial solutions, and the best among the locally optimal solutions obtained is the output. This is called random multi-start local search.
Ejection Chain
In this section, we explain the ejection chain neighborhood. To form an ejection chain, ejection moves and trial moves are alternately executed. An ejection move is to remove a job j from the agent σ(j) to generate an incomplete solution, where job j remains free. Such a solution is called the reference structure. Another type of ejection move is to shift a job to the agent from which another job has just been ejected in the previous ejection move. This type of ejection move is applied to reference structures. Finally a trial move is to assign the free job into an agent to make a complete solution. For example, if we eject a job j (as an ejection move) and add it into another agent (as a trial move) immediately, this is a shift move. That is, a shift move is a special case of an ejection chain move.
The neighborhood is divided into three types of neighborhoods, called shift, double shift, and long chain. The shift neighborhood was already explained in Section 3.1. The other two are explained in Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. As part of searching the long chain and double shift neighborhoods, we use a subgradient phase, which is described in Section 3.2.1.
Then the whole framework of the search in the ejection chain neighborhood is summarized in Section 3.2.5.
Subgradient Phase
We construct ejection chains by exploiting the information from a Lagrangian relaxation problem of (1):
0 ≤ x ij ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I and ∀j ∈ J,
n is a Lagrangian multiplier vector given to the constraint i∈I x ij = 1, j ∈ J , and
is called the Lagrangian relative cost. Problem (4) decomposes into m real-valued knapsack problems, and thus can be solved in O(mn) time (a linear-time algorithm can be found in, e.g., Martello and Toth 1990) . For any v, L(v) gives a lower bound on the objective value of problem (1), and the Lagrangian dual problem is to find a v ∈ R n that maximizes the lower bound L(v). Any optimal solution v * to the dual of the linear programming (LP) relaxation of (1), max
is an optimal solution to the Lagrangian dual (Fisher 1981) . However, computing such v * by solving (4) is expensive for large scale instances.
A fast method for finding a near-optimal v is the subgradient method (Fisher 1981, Held and Karp 1971) , which is based on the subgradients,
This approach generates a sequence
. ., where v (0) is defined arbitrarily, and
where UB is an upper bound on the objective value of problem (1), and λ is a step-size parameter satisfying 0 < λ ≤ 2. In our implementation, λ is initially set to two and halved whenever the lower bound does not increase in chkevery sg consecutive iterations.
The iteration is terminated when the lower bound is not improved in the last maxitr sg iterations or λ becomes smaller than minstep sg. (The values chkevery sg, maxitr sg, and minstep sg are program parameters.) Then the vectorṽ when the best lower bound is attained during this iteration is chosen for the use in our algorithm.
In each subgradient phase, the current best upper bound is used as UB, and the previous best v is used as the initial v (0) except for the first subgradient call, where we use v (0) := (0, 0, . . . , 0). Note that the subgradient phase is called only after a feasible solution is found by algorithm TS (because otherwise UB is not available). Once a feasible solution is found, the subgradient phase is called whenever the current best upper bound UB is updated, provided that the best lower bound was found in the last call of the subgradient phase.
That is, the subgradient phase will not be called again once it fails to update the best lower bound. (Actually the number of calls to the subgradient phase is only a few times in most cases. It reached ten times in only two cases among 225 runs, in which each of 45 instances from MEDIUM and LARGE with up to n = 1600 and m = 80 were solved five times.) The subgradient phase used in our algorithm is formally described as follows for a given upper bound UB and an initial vector v (0) .
Step 1 If v (0) = (0, 0, . . . , 0), let c * * j be the second smallest c ij among all i ∈ I for each j ∈ J , and let v Step 2 Let v
Step
and counter := 0; otherwise let counter := counter + 1.
Step 4 If counter > 0 and counter ≡ 0 (mod chkevery sg) hold, then let λ := λ/2.
Step 5 If counter ≥ maxitr sg or λ < minstep sg, then outputṽ and stop; otherwise let k := k + 1 and return to Step 2.
We set chkevery sg = 20, maxitr sg = 300, and minstep sg = 0.005 in our experiments.
Long Chain Neighborhood
The long chain neighborhood is defined as follows. We first eject a job j 0 from agent σ(j 0 ) (i.e., an ejection move), which causes the amount of resource available at agent σ(j 0 ) to increase. In the resulting reference structure, job j 0 remains free. Let avail be the resulting amount of resource, and let j 1 be the job whose shift into σ(j 0 ) is most profitable among the jobs satisfying a σ(j 0 ),j 1 ≤ avail (where the profit will be defined later by function (6)). Job j 1 is then shifted into agent σ(j 0 ). That is, the ejection move of j 1 is triggered by the ejection of j 0 . At this point, we evaluate some solutions obtainable by trial moves of assigning job j 0 into some agents (e.g., σ(j 1 )). The next ejection move is applied to the previous reference structure, not to the solutions generated by the trial moves. Since the amount of resource available at agent σ(j 1 ) increases, a job j 2 is chosen by a similar rule and is shifted into σ(j 1 ),
i.e., the ejection of j 2 is triggered by the ejection of j 1 . These steps are then repeated until the stopping criterion is satisfied.
In this process, we use the following functions, where c ij (ṽ) = c ij −ṽ j is the relative cost associated with theṽ computed by the subgradient phase of Section 3.2.1 (ṽ = 0 is used before the first call to the subgradient phase):
and a σ(j),k ≤ avail(j)}.
The function avail(j) defines the resource made available by the ejection of job j. Note that this may be different from the amount of resource actually available at agent j. The function score(i, j) defines the attractiveness of the shift move of job j into agent i (where larger scores are better). We use score(i, j) = −c ij (ṽ) instead of the direct cost −c ij because it is known that the relative cost c ij (ṽ) provides more reliable information about the cost increase when the current solution is modified by changing the assignment of job j to agent i. (For example, the optimal solution remains the same even a modification of c ij to c ij + γ j (γ j is a constant) is added for all agents i and jobs j; however, the above strategy is affected by such changes if score(i, j) = −c ij is used, but not if score(i, j) = −c ij (ṽ) is used, since the Lagrangian multiplierṽ j has the effect of removing the influence from such γ j .) J ′ is the set of jobs j whose ejection enables at least one move to agent σ(j) from another agent.
The function best score(j) keeps the maximum score(σ(j), k) over jobs k ∈ J ′ that are not assigned to agent σ(j) and whose resource requirements are not more than avail(j). Finally B(j) is the set of jobs that attain best score(j). (There are other ways to define avail and score, and we tested some of them. Readers who are interested in these details may refer to the discussion in Appendix 1.)
The algorithm to generate solutions in the long chain neighborhood from the current solution σ is formally described as follows, where S is the set of jobs already chosen for j 0 , and ℓ is the length of the current ejection chain. Job j 0 is chosen in Step 2 and the most profitable agent i * to receive j 0 is found in Step 3. Then ejection chain moves of various lengths starting from j 0 are output by repeating Steps 4 through 6. These steps are executed
Algorithm LONG CHAIN(σ)
Step 1 Let S := ∅.
Step 2 If S = J ′ , stop; otherwise randomly choose a j 0 ∈ J ′ \ S, let S := S ∪ {j 0 }, and
Step 3 Let i * be the agent i that minimizes c ij 0 + α i max{0, ( j∈J, σ(j)=i a ij ) + a ij 0 − b i } among all agents i ∈ I \ {σ(j 0 )}, and let ℓ := 0.
Step 4 If B(j ℓ ) \ {j k | k ≤ ℓ} = ∅, return to Step 2; otherwise let ℓ := ℓ + 1 and proceed to Step 5.
Step 5 Randomly choose j ℓ ∈ B(j ℓ−1 ) \ {j k | k ≤ ℓ − 1} and let σ ′ (j ℓ ) := σ(j ℓ−1 ) (an ejection move of job j ℓ ). Then execute the following Steps (a) and (b) (two trial moves).
, and output σ ′ .
Step 6 Return to Step 4.
The generation mechanism of algorithm LONG CHAIN is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this figure, a large rectangle represents an agent and small rectangles in it represent assigned jobs. The height of a rectangle of job j (resp., agent i) represents a ij (resp., b i ). The current solution σ is illustrated in the top left corner, and other reference structures are given in the left column. The (complete) solutions generated by trial moves from these reference structures are shown in the right column.
The set of solutions output in
Step 5-a (resp.,
Step 5-b) is denoted N long cyc (σ) (resp., N long path (σ)), and the set N long cyc (σ) ∪ N long path (σ) is denoted N long (σ). For a solution σ ′ ∈ N long (σ), the sequence of shift moves executed to generate σ ′ from σ is called the long chain move, and its length is defined to be the number of such shift moves.
The size of N long (σ) is O(n 2 ) in the worst case, since the maximum length of a long chain is n, and hence the total number of repetitions of Steps 4 through 6 in the complete execution of LONG CHAIN is O(n 2 ). However, our experimentation confirms that the average length of a long chain is usually much shorter than n, which means that |N long (σ)| is much smaller than O(n 2 ). In other words, the iteration of Steps 4 through 6 may stop with an ℓ much
are already used in the current long chain move). This is indicated in the computational results of Table 1 . The left two columns of Table 1 show the lengths of long chains for benchmark instances with up to n = 1600. From the table, we can observe that the average length is around √ n or smaller. Furthermore, we can theoretically show that, under a simple random model, the expected length of a long chain is bounded from above by n (1/2)+ε for an arbitrary small ε > 0 (see Appendix 2 for details), which implies
This analysis gives intuitive support to the results in Table 1 .
Efficient Implementation of Algorithm LONG CHAIN
The most expensive computation in algorithm LONG CHAIN is the calculation of B(j).
This set function can be prepared at the beginning of algorithm LONG CHAIN, since it is independent of the sequence (j 0 , j 1 , . . . , j ℓ ). Its time complexity is O(n 2 ) if implemented naively.
To justify the importance of improving the computation of B, we note that the rest of LONG CHAIN usually requires much less time than O(n 2 ) for the following reasons. The
(As it is enough to evaluate the difference pcost(σ) − pcost(σ ′ ) in algorithm TS, we output only pcost(σ ′ ) instead of the entire sequence σ ′ .) Therefore, the time complexity of algorithm LONG CHAIN, excluding the computation of B, is proportional to |N long (σ)|, which is O(n 3/2 ) in practice as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
reference structures generated by ejection moves solutions generated by trial moves Now, we adopt the following data structure to speed up the computation of B(j). Let
be the kth value from the smallest among a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a in . That is, a
are obtained by sorting a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a in in nondecreasing order. We define a (0) i = 0 for convenience. For simplicity, in the following definition of jlist, we assume score(i, j) = score(i, j ′ )
holds for all j, j ′ ∈ J with j = j ′ . Then the list jlist is defined for i ∈ I, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ min{k, jlist max} as follows, where jlist max (≤ n) is a prespecified parameter:
is the ℓth from the largest among the jobs in {j
In other words, for a fixed pair i and k, jlist(i, k, 1), jlist(i, k, 2), . . . is the list of jobs j, sorted in nonincreasing order of score(i, j), whose sizes a ij are not more than a
i . This list can be computed in O(mn · jlist max) time and space. Note that this computation is needed only when the Lagrangian multiplier vectorṽ is updated, as jlist is independent of σ, and the number of updates ofṽ is usually quite small, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, the computation of jlist is not very expensive. Now B(j) is computed by the following algorithm, where Steps 1 through 4 compose the first phase to determine set J ′ of (7) and Steps 5 through 10 compose the second phase to compute B.
Algorithm INITIALIZE B(σ)
Step 1 Let j := 0 and J ′ := ∅.
Step 2 If j = n, exit to Step 5; otherwise let j := j + 1 and i := σ(j).
Step 3 Let k be the largest index for which a
Step 2.
Step 5 Let S := ∅ and B(j) := ∅ for all j ∈ J .
Step 6 If S = J ′ , stop; otherwise choose j ∈ J ′ \ S, and let S := S ∪ {j} and i := σ(j).
Step 7 Let k be the largest index for which a
Step 8 Let ℓ be the minimum index such that jlist(i, k, ℓ) ∈ {h ∈ J ′ | σ(h) = i} holds. Then let b score := score(i, jlist(i, k, ℓ)).
Step 9 If ℓ > min{k, jlist max} or score(i, jlist(i, k, ℓ)) < b score holds, return to Step 6; otherwise proceed to Step 10.
Step 10 Let h := jlist(i, k, ℓ). If h ∈ J ′ and σ(h) = i holds, then let B(j) := B(j) ∪ {h}. Let ℓ := ℓ + 1 and return to Step 9.
From the condition in Step 3, the condition of Step 4 becomes equivalent to the condition of J ′ in (7) (provided jlist max ≥ k). Similarly, from the condition in Step 7, the b score computed in Step 8 is equal to best score(j) of (8). Thus the jobs with the score of best score(j)
). All such jobs are scanned in Steps 9 and 10, and appropriate job indices are added to B(j).
Let us consider the time complexity of this algorithm. Steps 3 and 7 can be executed in O(log n) time by using binary search if the values a ij (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) are sorted beforehand for all i ∈ I (which requires O(mn log n) time).
Step 4 is executed by incrementing ℓ from
Step 8 is similar. Let ℓ (j) max be the value of ℓ − 1 for the iteration of job j just before we return to Step 6 from Step 9. Then the time complexity of Step 4 and Steps 8 through 10 is O(ℓ (j) max ). In the worst case, these steps may require time proportional to the number of jobs assigned to agent i, which is O(n). However, our experiments show that this part of the computation is usually very small, as shown in the middle two columns of Table 1 .
We can also show that the expectation of ℓ Table 1 are larger than this expectation, the average values for type D instances are constants around two to three and seem independent of their sizes. The values for types C and E instances are larger, but they do not increase much even for large n. In this sense, the above analysis provides intuitive support to the results in the table. As the computation time of algorithm INITIALIZE B is O(n log n + n j=1 ℓ (j) max ), the worst-case time complexity is O(n 2 ) and the expected time complexity is O(n log n).
and a random σ (see Appendix 3). Although the values in
Since J ′ of (7) and B(j) of (9) may not be correctly computed if jlist max < n holds, we set jlist max = n in our experiments in Section 6. However, as is apparent from Table   1 , these are usually correctly computed even if jlist max is set much smaller than n. It is recommended to use a small value of jlist max for large instances, to save memory required for jlist.
Double Shift Neighborhood
In this section, we explain that the double shift neighborhood can also be efficiently computed by using the data structure of Section 3.2.3. A move in this neighborhood is realized by two shift moves. Let secondsh max (≤ n) be the parameter to specify the maximum number of second shift moves to consider. First, we eject a job j 0 from agent i 0 = σ(j 0 ) (an ejection move), and compute the maximum k satisfying a
(i.e., ejection moves triggered by the ejection of j 0 ); job j 0 is then inserted into agent σ(j 1 ) or into the agent with the minimum pcost (i.e., trial moves).
The algorithm to generate all solutions in the double shift neighborhood is formally described as follows.
Algorithm DOUBLE SHIFT(σ)
Step 1 Let j := 0 and let π : J → J be a random permutation.
Step 2 If j = n, stop; otherwise let j := j + 1, j 0 := π(j), and i 0 := σ(j 0 ). (At this point, job j 0 is ejected from i 0 .)
Step 3 Let i * be the agent that minimizes c ij 0 +α i max{0, ( j∈J, σ(j)=i a ij )+a ij 0 −b i } among all agents i except i 0 . Let k be the largest value such that a (k)
i 0 ≤ avail(j 0 ). Let ℓ := 1 and counter := 1.
Step 4 If ℓ > min{k, jlist max} or counter > secondsh max, return to Step 2; otherwise let j 1 := jlist(i 0 , k, ℓ), i 1 := σ(j 1 ), and proceed to Step 5.
Step 5 If i 1 = i 0 , let ℓ := ℓ + 1 and return to Step 4; otherwise proceed to Step 6.
Step 6 Let σ ′ := σ and σ ′ (j 1 ) := i 0 (an ejection move of job j 1 ). Then execute the following Steps (a) and (b) (two trial moves).
Step 7 Let ℓ := ℓ + 1, counter := counter + 1 and return to Step 4.
Denote the set of solutions output in Step 6-(a) (resp., Step 6-(b)) by N double cyc (σ) (resp., N double path (σ)), and let N double (σ) = N double cyc (σ) ∪ N double path (σ). We call N double cyc a cyclic double shift neighborhood. Note that N double cyc (σ) ⊆ N swap (σ) generally holds, and, if secondsh max and jlist max are set to n, then N double cyc (σ) = N swap (σ) holds.
The time complexity of DOUBLE SHIFT(σ) is O(n 2 ) in the worst case; however, its practical running time is much smaller than O(n 2 ) as the number of returns from Step 5 to
Step 4 is usually not very large. Let ℓ (j) max be the value of ℓ − 1 just before we return to Step 2 from Step 4 in the iteration of job j. The right two columns of Table 1 show the average and the maximum of ℓ Table 1 .
Our experiments also show that N double (σ) is almost as powerful as N swap (σ), although we set secondsh max = max{m, log 2 n}. We set secondsh max to this value because Step 3 of algorithm DOUBLE SHIFT already requires O(max{m, log 2 n}) time. As a result, the size of N double (σ) becomes O(n max{m, log 2 n}) and the expected time complexity of DOUBLE SHIFT is O(n max{m, log 2 n}), although its worst case time complexity is O(n 2 ).
As the time complexity O(n 2 ) of scanning all solutions in N swap (σ) (both in the worst case and in practice) appears to be too large, we use N double (σ) instead of N swap (σ) in our algorithm TS.
EC Probe
The coordination of three neighborhoods, shift, double shift, and long chain, is called the
The solution is improved first by LS with shift neighborhood, second by LS with double shift neighborhood, and then by a long chain move, where the first admissible move strategy is used. The EC probe is repeated until no improvement is found. Note that we return to LS with shift neighborhood immediately whenever an improved solution is found in the long chain neighborhood, since the entire LS with long chain neighborhood is too expensive. (Note, however, that we check all solutions in N long (σ) if no improved solution is found.) The algorithm is formally described as follows, where σ is a given initial solution.
Algorithm EC PROBE(σ)
Repeat the following Steps a, b, and c cyclically, until σ is no longer improved. The solution obtained by EC probe is locally optimal with respect to shift, double shift, and long chain neighborhoods.
Tabu Search
In this section, we explain how we construct the tabu search algorithm TS. The search starts from a randomly generated solution, which is then improved by EC probe. Then the best nontabu shift (which is non-improving) is tried. After such a shift move, the solution is improved first by the cyclic double shift neighborhood N double cyc , and then by EC probe. These steps are repeated until the computation time exceeds timelim (a prespecified parameter). The reason for the use of cyclic double shift neighborhood here is because it avoids a short cycling of returning to the solution before the shift move (since the number of jobs assigned to each agent does not change by a move in N double cyc ). This combination is motivated by the success of the procedure SSS probe (Yagiura et al. 1998) , in which N shift and N swap are alternately used. To understand the idea of these approaches, here we quote a paragraph from Yagiura et al. (1998) .
Consider first the behavior of local search in which N shift ∪ N swap is always used as the neighborhood. In this case, if the current solution σ is close to locally optimal, shift moves rarely occur, since the agent i to which a job is shifted usually becomes infeasible and its penalty p i (σ) increases a large amount. As swap moves do not change the number of jobs assigned to each agent, this means that the number of jobs of each agent is usually fixed at an early stage of the search and will never be changed until a locally optimal solution is reached. In other words, local search with neighborhood The algorithm is formally described as follows. The set T represents the tabu list consisting of those solutions to which the moves are forbidden. The Lagrangian multiplier vector v is used in score of (6), and affects the behavior of EC PROBE. During the algorithm, the α i parameters in penalty function (2) are adaptively controlled. An algorithm to control α i will be described later in Section 5. In the TS algorithm, σ denotes the current solution, σ prev the solution found in the previous iteration, σ * the best feasible solution found during the search, and best the cost of σ * .
Algorithm TS
Step 1 Randomly generate an initial solution σ, let σ prev := σ, best := ∞,ṽ := (0, 0, . . . , 0), chksg := 1, T := ∅, and initialize jlist.
Step 2 Initialize parameters α i for all i ∈ I.
Step 3 Let σ := EC PROBE(σ) (ṽ and the α i 's are used in EC probe).
Step 4 If the computation time exceeds timelim, output σ * and stop; otherwise proceed to Step 5.
Step 5 Update parameters α i for all i ∈ I.
Step 6 If pcost(σ) < pcost(σ prev ) holds, let σ prev := σ and T := ∅; otherwise let σ := σ prev .
If N shift (σ) \ T = ∅ holds, return to Step 1. Let σ ′ be the solution that minimizes pcost among N shift (σ) \ T . Then let T := T ∪ {σ ′ } and σ := σ ′ .
Step 7 Let σ := LS(N double cyc , pcost, σ).
Step 8 If a solution σ ′ ∈ N long (σ) with pcost(σ ′ ) < pcost(σ) exists, then let σ := σ ′ .
Step 9 If σ is updated in Steps 7 and 8, return to Step 3; otherwise return to Step 4.
Remark: Although not explicitly described in the above algorithm, we execute the following steps whenever a feasible solution is found (which is possible in Steps 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8): If the feasible solution σ satisfies cost(σ) < best, do the following (a) and (b).
(a) Let best := cost(σ) and σ * := σ (i.e., σ * keeps the best feasible solution found during the search). Since it takes time to check whether a solution is included in T if implemented naively, the tabu list T in Step 6 is implemented as follows. We use an m × n table Tstatus(i, j), whose initial values are set to 0 for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J . Let num itr be the number of calls of Step 6 during the search, and prev reset be the value of num itr when T is set empty most recently. For convenience, we define i σ→σ ′ and j σ→σ ′ for two solutions σ and σ ′ with σ ′ ∈ N shift (σ) as follows: j σ→σ ′ is the job that is shifted and i σ→σ ′ is the agent to which job j σ→σ ′ is added in the move from σ to σ ′ (i.e., σ ′ is obtained from σ by shifting job j σ→σ ′ to agent i σ→σ ′ ).
Whenever a solution σ ′ is added into T in Step 6, we set Tstatus(i σ→σ ′ , j σ→σ ′ ) := num itr.
Then a solution σ ′ ∈ N shift (σ) is in T if and only if Tstatus(i σ→σ ′ , j σ→σ ′ ) ≥ prev reset.
Thus we can check in O(1) time whether a solution is in T or not.
In
Step 6, we return to σ prev if pcost(σ) > pcost(σ prev ) holds to intensify the search from σ prev . We also tested the following two strategies in this case of Step 6:
• the search always moves to the best non-tabu shift move (i.e., the search does not return to σ prev );
• a random solution in N shift (σ) is tried instead of the solution with the minimum pcost.
However, the performance of Algorithm TS as described above seems to be slightly better than these two variants.
Note that the shifting operation that facilitates diversification in our proposed algorithm shares features in common with "kick" moves in iterated local search (ILS) (Johnson 1990 , Martin et al. 1991 , 1992 . The use of such diversifying moves was proposed in tabu search (including reference to associated strategies involving concepts of "move distance" and "influence") somewhat before they were incorporated into so-called large step methods (see, e.g., Glover 1990), but there are papers in which algorithms that utilize this form of diversification are given the generic ILS label (e.g., Lourenço and Zwijnenburg 1996) . An important differentiation between TS and ILS concerns not only the broader context given by TS for applying such ideas, but also the inclusion of the strategic principles that make use of adaptive memory, as we have incorporated into our present approach to guide our ejection chain process.
Adaptive Control of the Penalty Weights
In this section, we explain the adaptive mechanism for controlling the penalty weights α i in
Steps 2 and 5 of algorithm TS. We incorporate this mechanism in TS because its performance highly depends on their parameter values. Throughout this section, we assume b i > 0 for all i ∈ I.
Initialization:
The initial α i values in Step 2 of TS are determined by solving the following quadratic programming problem:
where set S i is defined by
If (i ′ , j) ∈ S i , agent i ′ is more desirable than i with respect to the relative value of the resource requirement for job j. By solving (QP), we expect that the average increase in the cost for a shift move is balanced with the average decrease in the penalty. In our implementation, (QP) is solved by a simple Gauss-Seidel method (e.g., p. 247 of Bertsekas 1995), whose completion time was almost negligible (about five seconds even for the instances with n = 1600 and m = 80, which are the largest among those tested) in our experiment. If the optimal solution of (QP) satisfies α i = 0 for all i ∈ I, we set α i := ε for all i ∈ I using a small positive ε.
Update:
Step 5 of algorithm TS, we update α i by the following rule. Here we use functions
Case 1 (If no feasible solution was found after the last execution of Step 2 or 5): the α i values are increased for all i ∈ I by Case 2 (Otherwise): All α i are decreased. The rule to update α i is the same as Case 1 except that q dec (σ) and step size dec (a prespecified parameter satisfying 0 < step size dec < 1) are used instead of q inc (σ) and step size inc.
The meaning of these rules is explained as follows. In the functions q inc i (σ), the p i (σ) terms are divided by b i to normalize among agents. If no feasible solution is found in the last iteration of EC probe (Case 1), we increase α i by α i · ∆ · q inc i (σ) for all i ∈ I with α i > 0, where the q inc i (σ) terms are the weights to emphasize overloaded agents, and ∆ is used to specify the maximum amount of changes among agents to step size inc. For every i ∈ I with α i = 0, α i is set to a positive value that is small enough compared to other agents with α i > 0. The opposite case (Case 2) is similarly explained. In our preliminary experiments, we found that the performance of TS is robust with parameters step size inc and step size dec. In Section 6, we use step size inc = 0.01 and step size dec = 0.1.
Remark:
It is possible to set the initial values of α i as constants (e.g., α i := 1 for all i ∈ I) and omit the solving of (QP). However, if the initial values of α i are not appropriate, it may take a very long time until their appropriate values are attained, since their values are updated slowly. Note that such a situation can easily be constructed, essentially without changing the problem instance, by multiplying the values of a ij and b i by M i for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J , where M i are large constants (e.g., M i = 1, 000, 000). Then an appropriate value of α i is 1/M i times that of the original instance for each i ∈ I. Even in such a situation, it is observed in our experiment that the initial α i values obtained by (QP) are quite reasonable, though they are usually slightly smaller than appropriate values (i.e., we cannot obtain feasible solutions before a few update steps are made).
Computational Results
In this section, algorithm TS is evaluated on the benchmark instances of Section 2. All the algorithms were coded in C and run on a Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 workstation (two UltraSPARC II 300MHz processors with 1 GB of memory), where the computation was executed on a single processor. In Section 6.1, TS is applied to small instances whose exact optimal values are known. In Section 6.3, TS is compared with an exact branch-and-bound algorithm proposed by Nauss (2003) . We then compare TS with other existing heuristic algorithms in Section 6.4.
Results for Problem Set SMALL
When applied to instances in SMALL, algorithm TS obtained optimal solutions for all the tested instances within a few seconds, as shown in Table 2 . There are five instances for each size, and each instance was solved five times using different random seeds. For each size, the minimum, average, and maximum among the results of 25 (= 5 × 5) runs are shown.
From the table, we observe that the average computation time to reach the optimal solution is always less than one second. This suggests that these instances are too small to be used for comparing algorithms on current computers. 
Speeds of Different Computers
Before presenting the computational results in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, we give a rough comparison of the machines, Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 (UltraSPARC II, 300MHz), Dell XPS D300
(Pentium II, 300MHz), Sun Ultra 1 Model 170E (UltraSPARC, 167MHz), and Silicon Graphics Indigo (R4000, 100MHz), on which the algorithms were run. Dongarra (1999) .
In the table, the row 'TS run' shows the inverse of the average computation time needed for algorithm TS to obtain prespecified target solutions, where the time for the Sun Ultra 2 is normalized to one. For comparison purposes, we also show the data for a Gateway GP6-350 (Pentium II, 350MHz). From the results in the row 'TS run,' we observe that SPECint95
gives more reliable information about the computation time of TS on different computers than does SPECfp95. Based on these, we give rough estimates on the speeds of algorithm TS on these computers in the row 'estimate,' where the speed of the Sun Ultra 2 is normalized to one, and a larger value means that it is faster. 
Comparison with an Exact Algorithm
We now compare algorithm TS with the exact branch-and-bound algorithm developed by Nauss (2003) (denoted B&B) on problem instances of set MEDIUM. This exact method is known to be highly effective for problem instances in this size range, and gives us an opportunity to see how close to optimality our TS approach is for instances of larger sizes.
The results of B&B were provided by R.M. Nauss and run on a different computer, a Dell XPS D300 (Pentium II, 300MHz). Table 4 shows the minimum, average, and maximum cost, the number of runs for which the best solution was found, and the average computation time to find the best solution (this average was taken for those runs in which the best cost was found) among five runs of algorithm TS. For each run of TS, the parameter timelim was set to 3000 (resp., 6000) seconds for instances with n = 100 (resp., 200). Algorithm B&B was applied three times for each instance, where the time limit of each run was set to 1200 seconds and the best incumbent value of the previous run was used as the initial upper bound in the second and third runs. (This strategy was selected by Nauss as an effective one for the B&B procedure.)
The best cost, the total computation time to find the best solution, the total computation time until the algorithm stops by confirming optimality, and whether the optimality was confirmed or not are shown in the table. The mark ' * ' indicates the best cost values attained by these two algorithms. We also show the lower bound (denoted LB) obtained by solving the Lagrangian dual problem (i.e., maximize L(v) of (4)) using the subgradient method, in which the variables x ij are constrained to be 0 or 1. (Note that the values of L(v) are usually non-integer, and they are rounded up in the table.) By the integrality constraints, 988.2 1126.0 yes Note. Algorithm TS was run on a Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 with time limits of 3000 and 6000 seconds for n = 100 and 200, respectively. Algorithm B&B was run on a Dell XPS D300 with time limit of 3600 (= 1200 × 3) seconds.
problem (4) becomes m 0-1 knapsack problems, which are known to be NP-hard; however, the obtained lower bound becomes usually better than the one obtained from the LP relaxation of problem (1). (We used a simple dynamic programming algorithm to solve the 0-1 knapsack problems to compute the LB in Tables 4, 5 , 7, 8, and 9.) Note that the values in column LB are different from (usually much larger than) those obtained in the subgradient phase of algorithm TS, since the relaxation problem (4) used in TS is actually an LP relaxation of problem (1). (As the values of LB are very close to optimal, readers may expect that some optimal solutions (e.g., those in class SMALL and type C with n = 200 and m = 20)
were actually found during the subgradient phase. However, this was not the case, i.e., all optimal solutions reported in this paper were found during the local search phase.)
For most of types C and E instances, both algorithms obtained the optimal solutions within a reasonable amount of time. (For the single problem from types C and E, for which B&B failed to confirm optimality, TS obtained a slightly better solution.) Thus, these outcomes indicate that algorithm TS, while not exact, is highly successful in finding optimal solutions. Type D instances seem harder for both algorithms. B&B could not verify optimality for most of these instances, but lived up to its reputation for being highly effective by finding slightly better solutions than TS for three instances, while TS found a slightly better solution on one instance. Again, the very similar quality of the solutions obtained by both methods suggests that TS obtains near optimal solutions for these types of problem instances. Accordingly, we turned to the examination of substantially larger problems. These were beyond the scope of B&B to handle, and we therefore conducted our remaining tests by comparing with other heuristic methods. (To our knowledge, the code of B&B by Nauss is not applicable to instances with n > 300.)
Comparison with Other Heuristic Algorithms
Algorithm TS was compared with eight heuristic algorithms: (1) random multi-start local search (denoted MLS) (Yagiura et al. 1998 (Yagiura et al. , 1999 , (2) two algorithms of branching variable depth search by Yagiura et al. (1998) (denoted BVDS-l and BVDS-j), (3) variable depth search by Yagiura et al. (1999) (denoted VDS), (4) variable depth search by Racer and Amini (1994) (denoted RA), (5) tabu search by Laguna et al. (1995) (denoted LKGG), (6) tabu search for the general purpose constraint satisfaction problem by Nonobe and Ibaraki (1998) (denoted NI), (7) a MAX-MIN ant system combined with local search and tabu search by Lourenço and Serra (1998) (denoted RLS). MLS, BVDS-l, BVDS-j, VDS, and RA were coded in the C language by us, while the codes of LKGG, NI, and RLS were sent from the authors.
The codes of LKGG and NI are written in C, and that of RLS is written in FORTRAN 77.
The parameters for BVDS-l, BVDS-j, and VDS are set to the values reported in Yagiura et al. (1998) . For MLS, the neighborhood N shift ∪ N swap is used. RA does not include any parameter. The parameters for LKGG and NI are set to the default values. The RLS codes include various types of algorithms, which can be combined by choosing appropriate options.
Here we chose the option ASH+LS+TS as recommended in Lourenço and Serra (1998) , and other parameters were set to the default values.
All algorithms were first applied to MEDIUM instances. Table 5 shows the best costs obtained by these algorithms within 150 seconds for n = 100, and 300 seconds for n = 200, respectively, unless otherwise stated. For algorithms VDS, LKGG, and NI, this time limit appears to be too short for some instances. In such cases, we allowed more computation time, as stated in the notes below the table. As algorithm RLS does not have the option to C 100 5 1930 *1931 *1931 *1931 *1931 *1931 1938 *1931 *1931 1942 †Results after 1,000 seconds on Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 (300MHz). † †Results after 20,000 seconds on Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 (300MHz). ‡Results after 5,000 seconds on Sun Ultra 2 Model 2300 (300MHz). ♭Results on Sun Ultra 1 Model 170E, whose computation time is in Table 6 . ♮Results in Chu and Beasley (1997) , whose computation time is in Table 6 .
set a time limit, we ran RLS until it stopped. Its computation time is also shown in Table 6 , where it was run on Sun Ultra 1 Model 170E. For comparison purposes, we also include in Table 5 the results of the genetic algorithm by Chu and Beasley (1997) (denoted CB), where the computation time, reported in Chu and Beasley (1997) , is on a different workstation, a
Silicon Graphics Indigo (R4000, 100MHz). The results of CB for type E instances are not available, and are denoted 'N.A.' in the table. The computation time of CB is shown in Table 6 . In Table 5 , we also show the lower bounds (denoted LB) as in Table 4 . In the table, each ' * ' mark represents that the best cost is attained, and '-' means that no feasible solution was found. Table 7 shows similar results for larger instances from set LARGE, where the time limits are set to 3000 seconds for n = 400, 10000 seconds for n = 900, and 50000 seconds for n = 1600. For these instances, we only tested algorithms BVDS-l, MLS, LKGG, and NI, since the results of BVDS-j and YYI are similar to BVDS-l, and RA and RLS are not competitive with the results of Table 5 .
From Tables 5 and 7 , we can observe the following:
1. Our algorithm TS obtained the best costs for most instances among all the tested algorithms; in particular, for all instances of larger sizes.
2. The differences between the best cost and LB are at most 1% for all the tested instances, which implies that the solution quality of TS is quite high.
We also show detailed results of the proposed TS in Tables 8 and 9 with different time limits, to encourage future research. In the tables, the figures in parentheses are errors in % from LB, and '#best found' is the number of runs out of five in which the best cost is attained.
Conclusion
We have proposed a tabu search algorithm TS for the generalized assignment problem. It includes an ejection chain neighborhood, Lagrangian relative costs to reduce the neighborhood size, and a mechanism for adaptively controlling the balance between the feasible and infeasible regions visited by the search. Computational comparison of the proposed method with an exact algorithm shows that our TS obtains optimal or near optimal solutions for instances of small and medium sizes. In addition, comparisons with other existing heuristic algorithms on benchmark instances whose sizes are too large to handle by the exact method show that TS obtains solutions that are better than those obtained by all the other methods. For the function avail of (5), we also tested the following two functions:
max{0, a σ(j), j − p σ(j) (σ)}.
In function (A1), all jobs whose resource requirement is not more than that of the ejected job become the candidates to be inserted, while in function (A2), avail(j) represents the amount of resource actually available at agent σ(j). The function (A2) is better than (A1) in most cases; however, if σ is far from feasible, i.e., p i (σ) is very large for all i, N long (σ) = ∅ and N double (σ) = ∅ may result. To avoid this, we combine (A1) and (A2), and adopt (5) in our algorithm TS.
For the function score, we also tested the following five candidates:
−c ij + c σ(j), j ,
−c ij + max
−c ij + c σ * (j), j .
Function (A4) seems to be more meaningful than others, since the decrease in the cost for agent σ(j) from which job j is ejected is also taken into account. However, the speed-up technique in Section 3.2.3 is not applicable to function (A4), since B(j) depends on σ in this case. In our experiments, functions (6) and (A3) appear to be slightly better than others.
Between functions (6) Then B(j) = {} holds for all j ∈ J , and algorithm LONG CHAIN will not work. Functions (A5) and (A6) would work in this specific case; however, they will not work if the dummy job has a very large assignment cost for only one agent. Algorithm DOUBLE SHIFT will have a similar problem if many such dummy jobs exist.) Since such irregularity is overcome to some extent by function (6), we adopted (6).
Appendix 2. Expected Length of a Long Chain Move
As argued in Section 3.2.3, the length of long chain moves has a crucial effect on the performance of algorithm LONG CHAIN. We derive here the expected length of long chain moves under the following simple random model: B(j) of (9) for each j consists of a job randomly chosen from J . Let X be the random variable that represents the length of an ejection chain.
Then, we can show the following:
Theorem A1 Let X be defined as above. Then for any small constant ε > 0, E(X) ≤ n (1/2)+ε holds for sufficiently large n.
holds for all ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, for ℓ = o(n), by using Stirling's approximation, we have Pr(X ≥ ℓ) = 2π(n − 1)(n − 1) n−1 e −(n−1) (1 + O(n −1 )) n ℓ−1 2π(n − ℓ)(n − ℓ) n−ℓ e −(n−ℓ) (1 + O(n −1 )) = n n − ℓ n−ℓ n − 1 n n−1 e 1−ℓ n − 1 n − ℓ 1 + O(n −1 ) = n n − ℓ n−ℓ e −ℓ 1 − 1 n n(1−1/n) e 1 + ℓ − 1 n − ℓ 1 + O(n −1 ) .
As Pr(X ≥ ℓ) is monotonically decreasing with ℓ, we have by Lemma A1 that Pr(X ≥ ℓ) ≤ e −n 2ε ′ /2 (1 + o (1)) holds for an arbitrary ε ′ ∈ (0, 1/2) and all ℓ ≥ n (1/2)+ε ′ , if n ≥ 3 2/(1−2ε ′ ) holds. Therefore, for ε = 2ε ′ and sufficiently large n, we have E(X) = ≤ n (1/2)+ε .
Appendix 3. Expected Number of Scans in jlist
We show that the expected value of ℓ (j) max in Step 9 of algorithm INITIALIZE B(σ) in Section 3.2.3 is m/(m − 1) if we assume that c ij = c ij ′ for all j = j ′ ∈ J , J ′ = J , and a randomly selected σ. We also show that the expected value of ℓ (j) max of algorithm DOUBLE SHIFT(σ) is secondsh max · m/(m − 1) under the same assumption except that J ′ = J is not assumed.
These results are clear from the following well-known lemma.
Lemma A2 Consider a sequence of Bernoulli trials, in which the success probability of each trial is p. Then the expected number of trials until k successes occur is k/p.
In our case, the success probability is (m − 1)/m in both cases. The number of successes needed is one in the former case, and secondsh max in the latter case. Thus the above statements immediately follow from Lemma A2.
